Testimony in support of a Congressional Term Limits Amendment
Submitted by Kenn Quinn, Regional Director with U.S. Term Limits
Bridgton, Maine | Email: kquinn@termlimits.com Phone: (207) 713-8700
Dear Chair Mackenzie, Chair Kenyatta, and members of the Subcommittee on Campaign Finance and Elections,

My name is Kenn Quinn and I am the Regional Director with U.S. Term Limits. I’m here today to testify in support
of a Congressional Term Limits Amendment because this issue has overwhelming support from 82% of the
American people (National Poll and Pennsylvania Poll) with 87% Republicans, 83% Democrats, and 78%
Independents in favor of it.

The reason for this incredible amount of support is simple, Congress has become dysfunctional and unresponsive to
the American people. This has been an issue with the voters for decades and in the 1990s, twenty-three states
passed laws (most at the ballot box) imposing term limits for their congressional delegations . Unfortunately, it
was challenged and went before the U.S. Supreme Court and in the case U.S. Term Limits v Thornton , the Court
ruled that;
“ State imposition of term limits for Congressional service would effect such a fundamental change in the

constitutional framework that it must come through a constitutional amendment properly passed under the
procedures set forth in Article V.”
Article V of the U.S. Constitution allows amendments to be proposed by two-thirds of both Houses of Congress or
on the application of two-thirds of the state legislatures. Obviously, we do not expect two-thirds of Congress to
propose an amendment limiting their own terms of office and that is why the American people are counting on you,
our state legislators, to use the constitutional authority granted you under Article V to do this on their behalf.

In order to save time, I will simply mention some of the reasons why a Congressional Term Limits Amendment is
needed today;

•

•
•

•

Low approval ratings with extremely high re-election rates demonstrates the incumbent advantage.
Failure to address critical issues such as healthcare, immigration, the national debt, etc.
Listening to their funders (lobbyists, PACS, and special interest groups) instead of their constituents.
More time spent fundraising for their re-election and their party than doing their job.

Only by limiting the terms of office for members of Congress can we begin to see real reform in our federal
government. Human nature cannot be changed by the ballot box and limiting the terms of office will go a long way
towards reducing corruption and the desire for power, both politically and personally. Term limits will provide
fair and competitive elections allowing more people to participate in our government having diverse
backgrounds and experience. We the voters will have more choices at the ballot box and representation will be
closer to the people. Term limits for Congress will help restore the founding principle of a citizen legislature.
Sincerely,

Kenn Quinn
U.S. Term Limits
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PENNSYLVANIA STATEWIDE CONGRESSIONAL TERM LIMITS POLL: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PENNSYLVANIA Survey of 500 Likely Voters Conducted January 20-21, 2020
by Pulse Opinion Research
Survey Summary: The results of this recently completed statewide survey show that Pennsylvania voters
overwhelmingly support term limits for members of Congress. Support for term limits is broad across all political and
demographic groups. An overwhelming 79% of voters approve of an amendment to the U.S. Constitution that will
place term limits on U.S. Senators and U.S. House Representatives. Large majorities also say that Congress
members stay in power for too long, and that they’re more likely to support state lawmakers who help advance
congressional term limits.
Do you strongly approve, somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove or strongly disapprove of placing term limits on
members of Congress?

Approve
Strongly
Somewhat
Disapprove
Somewhat
Strongly
Not Sure

Total
79%
50%
29%
13%
8%
5%
9%

Rep

78%
56%
22%
12%
9%
3%
9%

Dem
79%
42%
37%
16%
10%
6%
6%

Other Party
77%
53%
24%
9%
4%
5%
14%

White

Other Race

76%
49%
27%

89%
59%
30%

14%
9%
5%
9%

10%
0%

10%

1%

If the state legislatures of two-thirds of the states vote to call an amendment-proposing convention to recommend an
amendment to place term limits on members of Congress, would you want your state senator and state representative to vote
yes or no on this bill?

You would want your state
senator and representative
to vote yes

You would want them to
vote no
Not sure

Total

Rep

Dem

Other Party

White

Other Race

74%

79%

68%

75%

77%

75%

12%

12%

11%

12%

11%

10%

15%

9%

21%

13%

12%

15%

Three-in-four Pennsylvania voters, 79%, are significantly more likely to vote for a candidate for State Legislature who
supports implementing term limits on Congress. Approximately three-in-four voters, 79%, would be more likely to vote for a
State Legislator in the next election, who voted to pass term limits on Congress through an amendment proposing
convention.

U.S. Term Limits 1250 Connecticut Ave NW #200 Washington, DC 20036
Phone: 202-261-3532
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Would you be much more likely, somewhat more likely, somewhat less likely or much less likely to vote for a candidate for
State Legislature who supports implementing term limits for members of Congress?

Total

Rep

Dem

Other Party

White

Other Race

80%
50%
30%
10%
7%
3%
11%

78%

81%
45%
36%
8%
6%
2%
12%

81%
52%
29%
8%
6%
2%
11%

79%

83%
49%
34%
12%
9%
3%
5%

Likely
Much more likely
Somewhat more likely
Not likely
Somewhat less likely
Much less likely
Not sure

54%
24%
12%

8%
4%
10%

52%

27%
10%
7%
3%
11%

Would you be much more likely, somewhat more likely, somewhat less likely or much less likely to vote for a candidate for
State Legislature who opposes implementing term limits for members of Congress?

Total
Likely

Much more likely
Somewhat more likely
Not likely
Somewhat less likely
Much less likely
Not sure

20%
32%

Rep
34%
20%
14%
54%
16%
38%

15%

12%

33%
16%
17%
52%

Dem

Other Party

White

Other Race

37%
14%
23%

24%
12%
12%
58%
14%
44%
18%

33%
16%

41%
20%
21%
48%
24%
24%
11%

47%
20%
27%
16%

17%
53%
18%
35%

14%

At present the Pennsylvania State Legislature does NOT have term limits on itself. However, if your state legislator voted to
place term limits on Congress through an amendment proposing convention, in the next statewide election, would that make
you much more likely, somewhat more likely, somewhat less likely or much less likely to vote for your state legislator?
Likely
Much more likely
Somewhat more likely
Not likely
Somewhat less likely
Much less likely
Not sure

Total

Rep

Dem

Other Party

White

Other Race

79%
44%

82%
50%

76%
37%

79%
49%

79%
49%

35%
11%
7%
4%
10%

32%
12%
7%
5%
7%

39%
10%
7%
3%
14%

30%
12%
8%

65%
45%
34%
11%
7%
4%
10%

4%
9%

30%
14%
11%
3%
7%

Conclusions: Pennsylvania voters overwhelmingly support an amendment to the U.S. Constitution limiting the terms of all U.S.
Senators and U.S. House Representatives. The intensity of this support is measured in their willingness to vote for state legislators who
will vote "yes" on term limits and against those who will vote “no" against term limits on members of Congress.

Methodology: This poll of 500 likely voters in Pennsylvania was conducted January 22-27, 2020, using an automated polling
methodology. To reach those who have abandoned traditional landline telephones, Pulse Opinion Research uses an online survey tool
to interview randomly selected participants from a demographically diverse panel. This accounts for 25% of the panel. Pulse Opinion
Research determines its partisan weighting targets through a dynamic weighting system that takes into account the state's voting
history, national trends, and recent polling in a particular state or geographic area.
This poll of 500 likely voters in Pennsylvania has an accuracy of +/- 4.5% with a 95% level of confidence.

U.S. Term Limits 1250 Connecticut Ave NW #200 Washington, DC 20036
Phone: 202-261-3532
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Key Survey Demographics:
Gender

Men - 47%
Women - 53%
Age
18 39 - 33%
40-64 - 47%
65+ - 21%

-

Race

White - 78%
Other - 22%

Party
Republican - 37%
Democrat - 42%
Other - 21%

U.S. Term Limits 1250 Connecticut Ave NW #200 Washington, DC 20036
Phone: 202-261-3532

82% FAVOR TERM LIMITS FOR MEMBERS OF
CONGRESS
Posted on October 11, 2021 | by Laura Lington

Eighty-two percent (82%) of voters believe it would be a good idea to place term limits on
Members of Congress. A Scott Rasmussen national survey found that 9% disagree and 9% are
not sure.

The totals include 53% who Strongly Agree that placing term limits on Members of Congress
would be a good idea. Just 3% who Strongly Disagree.
This is one of the few political issues that unites voters from every corner of the nation. Term
limits are supported by at least two-thirds (68%) of every measured demographic group.
From a partisan perspective, 87% of Republicans favor term limits along with 83% of Democrats
and 78% of Independent voters.
SIGN UP to receive Scott’s free email newsletter.

CHECK OUT Scott’s latest polls.
Note: Neither Scott Rasmussen, ScottRasmussen.com, norRMG Research, Inc. have any
affiliation with Rasmussen Reports. While Scott Rasmussen founded that firm, he left more than
seven years ago and has had no involvement since that time.

Methodology

The survey of 1,200 Registered Voters was conducted online by Scott Rasmussen on October
5-6, 2021. Field work for the survey was conducted by RMG Research, Inc. Certain quotas were
applied, and the sample was lightly weighted by geography, gender, age, race, education,
internet usage, and political party to reasonably reflect the nation’s population of Registered
Voters. Other variables were reviewed to ensure that the final sample is representative of that
population.
The margin of sampling error for the full sample is +/- 2.8 percentage points.

Scott Rasmussen National Survey of 1,200 Registered Voters
Conducted October S
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"Let ’ s work on something

our country is united behind
and increase faith in
government . Let' s place
term limits on Congress . "

TERM LIMITS CAN END THE ENTRENCHED PARTISAN
POLITICS THAT PUT OUR COUNTRY IN CRISIS
Opinion | Ed Rendell and Pat Toomey
for The Inquirer
In these partisan times , one might ask what a
Democratic governor and a Republican senator
from Pennsylvania could possibly have in
common.
The answer is: moving forward , we both believe
that members of Congress should be subject to
term limits . And Pennsylvania can help make
that happen .

We recall a time not too long ago, when the House
and Senate could regularly put divisions aside to
address the big issues facing our country . Think of
the early 2000s when , in response to the terrorist
attacks on September 11th , Congress
overwhelmingly approved several measures that
created the Department of Homeland Security ,
established more stringent safety guidelines at
airports , and helped Ground Zero first responders.

Now , in the midst of another crisis , members of
Congress frequently focus more on blaming each
other than on finding solutions. Entrenched
politicians have been steering the ship of state for
decades and - don’ t look now - we’ re about to hit
a $25 trillion national debt iceberg . It’ s time for a
new approach .

Our elected representatives seem afraid to do
anything that would jeopardize their reelection.
Term limits allow them to operate without that
pressure secure in the knowledge that they are not
risking the position that could be a lifetime career.
They would be able to cast votes knowing that the
risk they are taking would not jeopardize their entire
future.

Seventy - nine percent of Pennsylvanians support
term limits on Congress , including supermajorities
of Republicans , Democrats , and independents. It’ s
hard to find common sense in Washington , D.C.
and , believe us , we’ ve looked. But that’s not to say
common sense is extinct. You can still find it all
over Pennsylvania, from the high -tech hubs along
Route 202 to the research labs , factories , and
foundries of Pittsburgh , and everywhere in between.
If you ’ re with us on congressional term limits , that
just means you trust the people more than the
political elite . Who could argue with that ?

"That means state legislatures,

including the Pennsylvania
General Assembly in Harrisburg ,
have the power to bypass
Washington, D.C. and deliver
congressional term limits for the
American people."
Now , there are some who say term limits would
deprive Congress of legislative experience, and
that professional politicians are the only people
qualified to lead . We disagree. Term limits would
infuse Congress with real- world experience,
perspectives , and sensibilities that are often
missing. Term limits would replace the smirking
class with the working class.
By now you ’ re probably saying “Okay , okay , I’ m
for term limits too, but it’ s not going to happen,
What politician would vote himself out of a job ?”
Thankfully , the brilliance of our Constitution
solves that dilemma. The U .S. Supreme Court has
ruled that congressional term limits may only be
enacted by a constitutional amendment. The
Constitution provides two methods of proposing
term limits amendment: it can be done by either a
two- thirds vote of Congress ( which is unlikely to
happen ) or by a convention of states to propose an
amendment , which is convened by state
legislatures.

That means state legislatures , including the
Pennsylvania General Assembly in Harrisburg , have
the power to bypass Washington , D.C. and deliver
congressional term limits for the American people.
Under the Constitution , once 34 states have applied
for a convention limited to congressional term limits ,
Congress shall call such a convention to which each
state would send delegates .
The convention could then propose appropriate term
limits for Congress , which would have to be ratified
by 38 state legislatures before becoming part of the
Constitution .

Our system will not be fixed by those who broke it .
Without enormous pressure, members of Congress
will never vote to limit their own power and
influence. With that in mind , we call on the
Pennsylvania General Assembly to get the ball rolling
by passing a resolution applying a congressional term
limits convention .

We leave you with the words of a great
Pennsylvanian - and fellow supporter of term limits Benjamin Franklin:
“In free governments , the rulers are the servants , and
the people their superiors . . . . For the former to
return among the latter does not degrade, but promote
them.”

We couldn’ t agree more. Let’ s work on something
our country is united behind and increase faith in
government . Let ’ s place term limits on Congress.
Pat Toomey is a senator from Pennsylvania. Long a
supporter of term limits , he announced this week that
he will not seek re-election or run for higher office.
Ed Rendell is the former governor of Pennsylvania.

Posted : October 6 , 2020 - 9: 30 AM
Ed Rendell and Pat Toomey , For The Inquirer
https :// www .inquirer.com /opinion /commentary /pattoomey - term-limits- senate-congress-ed-rendell20201006.html
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Tench Coxe from
Pennsylvania was the
1st person to suggest
an Article V
convention to propose
a term limits
amendment .

The wisdom of
Benjamin Franklin
in regard to term
limits as a means to
prevent the abuse
of power .

Scan I D read " A Friend I D Society
and Liberty " , I 788

A Friend of Society and Liberty ( July 23 , 1788 )

DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OR STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Tench Coxe
"You have been told also, that after the new constitution takes place the officers
under it may become perpetual . Now it is fully and absolutely secured that no
Representative, Senator, President, or Vice-President can continue beyond a
stipulated time, and if the people think that time too long they can get their
state legislatures to apply for its being shortened. If nine legislatures out of
thirteen apply this year, or ten years hence, there must be a convention called to
consider the point...

It is provided, in the clearest words, that Congress shall be obliged to call a
convention on the application of two-thirds of the legislatures ; and all amendments
proposed by such convention, are to be valid when approved by the conventions or
legislatures of three-fourths of the states. It must therefore be evident to every candid
man , that two-thirds of the states can always procure a general convention for the
purpose of amending the constitution , and that three-fourths of them can

introduce those amendments into the constitution, although the President,
Senate, and Federal House of Representatives, should be unanimously opposed
to each and all of them. Congress, therefore, cannot hold any power, which
three-fourths of the states shall not approve, on experience."
h I tps :// www . consource . org/ documen t /a - friend -of -society -and - libercy - 1788 - 7 - 23/

VI. That those who are employed in the legislative and executive business of the State, may be restrained
from oppression the people have a right at such periods as they may think proper, to reduce their public
officers to a private station and supply the vacancies by certain and regular elections.

ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION
Article V. No State shall be represented in Congress by less titan two, nor by more than seven Members;
and no person shall be capable of being delegate for more than three years, in any term of six years:

“In free governments, the rulers are the servants, and the people their superiors . ... For the former to return
among the latter does not degrade, but promote them." - Benjamin Franklin, 1787 Federal Convention
"Sir, there are two passions which have a powerful influence on the affairs of men. These are ambition and
avarice; the love of power, and the love of money. Separately each of these has great force in prompting
men to action; but when united in view of the same object, they have in many minds the most violent
effects place before the eyes of such men a post of honour that shall at the same time be a place of profit,
and they will move heaven and earth to obtain it." Benjamin Ftanklia 1787 Federal Convention
,

-
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Term Limits
provide voters

with more choices
at the ballot box .

Term Limits will
allow more people
from a variety of
backgrounds to

participate in our
federal government .
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Scan to read "How Term Limits Enrich
Democracy by Nicolas Toinboulides.

Term limits provide voters more choices at the ballot box

.

"In 2016, Ballotpedia rated just 23 of 435 UJS House contests as competitive We have
term limits,” Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said in 2017. “They’re called
elections." Behind McConnell’s statement is a dangerous and false assumption: that the
American people have chosen this Congress and now have to sleep in the bed we’ve
made... Congressional term limits act as an antitrust act for politicians, breaking up an
incumbent monopoly and replacing it with competition. When seats are open, barriers to
entry collapse and more candidates run. This helps new voices emerge while creating the
type of participatory democracy our nation deserves...Studies show that term limits give
voters more choice at the ballot box because - this might shock you - more candidates run
when they believe they can win. Our best and brightest citizens no longer have to wait
for an incumbent to retire, die, or go to prison before getting the chance to serve.''
.“

~ How Term Limits Enrich Democracy by Nicolas Tomboulides.
How many times have you heard someone say they tire "voting for the lesser of two evils"
because they feel they have no other option ? Or how often have you had the same person
running for the same congressional seat election after election, and wished there was
someone else you could vote for ? Term limits give the voters more options instead of the
same old stale one. Term limits expand our choices, not diminish them because when a seat
opens up more people run in primaries because now they have a real chance of winning.

Term limits will help to restore Congress to a body of citizen legislators who serve
for a set period of time instead of career politicians that scheme to hold office for life.
The best form of government is one that is closest to the people and is representative of the
people. For far too long, members of Congress have not been an accurate reflection of the
people they represent in their districts in regard to age, education, experience, race, gender,
etc. Member, of Congress, especially in the Senate are much older than the median age of
the people they represent which creates a disconnect between them.

Term limits will allow more people from a variety of backgrounds with different
experiences to hold office because open seat elections provide ordinary people a real
chance of winning an election. Since most people cannot raise the millions of dollars
needed to run against an incumbent's war chest, many qualified people do not even bother
to run for office. Term limits give people time to plan to run for tin open seat and also a real
opportunity to participate in our federal government.
In his book, Actors, Athletes, and Astronauts, David T. Canon makes the following
observation based upon his research; " But in general, amateurs can have a beneficial
imjmct on the political system as agents of political change, as instruments of party
building , and as the last defense against irrevocable tenure for House members."
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Term limits help to
reduce government

spending.
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Congress will reduce
Big Money in politics
because 97% of
corporate PAC money
goes to incumbents
not the challengers .
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Term limits and state budgets
Randall G. Holcombe, holcombe@ fsu.edu Florida State University
Robert J . Gmeiner, gmeiner. robert @gmail.com Sunwater Institute

"Term limits reduce the time horizon over which elected officials can capture and allocate government budgeLs,

which reduces their incentive to increase government spending. An examination of US state government
budgeLs before and after the implementation of tenn limits shows that prior to the implementation of tenn
limits, state revenues and expenditures tended to glow at about the same rate in states that implemented tenn
limits and those that did not After the implementation of tenn limits, revenues and expenditures grew more
slowly in states that implemented them. The reduction in the growth of suite budgets after the implementation
of tenn limits is both economically and statistically significant."
Concluding remarks:
"In the states that have implemented legislative tenn limits, state government budgets have tended to grow at
significantly lower rates than prior to the implementation of term limits."

the smallest estimate of the relationsliip between tenn limits and budgetary growth indicates that tenn
limits are associated with significantly slower budgetary growth. The point to take away from this analysis is
that wliether suite budgets are measured in total or per capita terms, and whether revenues or expenditures ate
uiken as a budgeUtry measure, tenn limits tire associated with economically significant declines in suite budget
growth."
"Even

beyond the fiscal conservatism that was already
present in those suites, however, resulting in slower sate budgetary growth after term limits became effective."

' Teim limits do have a relationship with suite fiscal policy

https://doi.oig/ 10.1332/251569119X 15526464720315

Term Limits will help to get BIG money out of politics!
Members of Congress have become high paid telemarketers to raise money for their party!
They spend 30-70% of their time on the phone raising money for their reelection and their
patty instead of doing the job they were sent to do. Term Limits will change this broken
system by allowing members to focus on their job, not their lifelong political career.

“Both parties have told newly elected members of the Congress that they should spend 30
hours a week in the Republican and Democratic call centers across the street from the
Congress, dialing for dollars,” Rick Nolan, a Minnesota Democrat who retired Hunt
Congress this year, said recently, adding: “The simple fact is, our entire legislative schedule
is set around fundraising.”

- Netflix for Democracy" by Ciara Totres-Spelliscy, Brennan Center lor Justice.
"

97% of corporate PAC money goes to the incumbents because the lobbyists and special
interest groups already have them in their back pocket. Term limits will break this hold
they have on the members of Congress and will reduce the amount of money spent on
incumbents and in elections.
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Saui to watch die segment on CBS This Morning
on the problem of dialing for dolkus in Congress.
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"First, incumbents guarantee themselves a constant flow of campaign cash by catering to

the tunders. Less than one half of 1 percent of Americans give more than $200 to
candidates, political parties or political action committees. Experts tell us this weakens
representation. According to a study by Princeton and Northwestern Universities, the
opinions of the bottom 90 percent of income earners in America have a near-zero impact on
public policies advanced by Congress. The views of the economic elite - the hinders - do
have an impact A significant one.

Special interests seize on this opportunity by rolling out the gravy train. According to the
Center for Responsive Politics, “Political action committees have one overriding mandate:
get the most bang for the buck. To maximize their dollais, nearly all PACs - particularly
those of business groups - give the overwhelming proportion of their campaign dollars to
incumbents.”

In a majority of congressional races, the incumbent spends more money on taxpayerfunded mail than the challenger spends on his or her entire campaign. In other words, the
deck is stacked and the game is rigged.

The only way to restore fairness to this broken system - and ensure a level playing
field - is competitive elections. Open seats produce competitive elections and open
seats are produced by term limits."
~ How Term Limits Enrich Democracy by Nicolas Tomboulides

We have term Unfits. They’re called elections!
Obviously, with the approval rating of Congress averaging between 15-25% for decades,
and reelection rates at around 96%, elections are not a true reflection of the will of the
people. The majority of people are tired of voting for the lesser of two evils and want to
have choices at the ballot box. The power of the Incumbent Party prevents this from
happening most of the time because of the many advantages incumbents have over
challengers.

We all know that the name of tire game for member s of Congress is MONEY and most
of them spend between 30-70% of their time raising money for their reeleclion and their
party. Money is what makes incumbents very powerful and 97% of corporate PAC
money goes to them instead of challenger's because they are the sure bet.
'

It is time to change the game in Congress by changing the structure of this dysfunctional
system. Term limits are a reform that can provide real opportunities for regular people to
serve their country and constituents without turning it into a lifelong career.

Congressional
Job Approval

—
* f
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The American people
have consistently
disapproved of
Congress 's job
performance and if
given the opportunity
would impose
Congressional Term
Limits.

The job approval ratings of Congress have been consistently low for decades, yet
their reelection rate during the same period has been high at approximately 95%!
What is wrong with this picture?
If die members of Congress were miming your company would you keep them as your
employees or hire someone better qualified for the job? If you were being honest with
yourself you know what the answer is. If you asked voters this question, I have a feeling
they would prefer to fire them and hire new people. So how come they don't?

The answer is simple, members of Congress have so many advantages over challengers
that it makes it almost impossible to beat an incumbent. We need a structural change to
this corrupt system and it aui only be accomplished with Congressional Teim Limits.

"If we

had term

limits for Congress
we would lose all of
that institutional
knowledge . "
FALSE!

Just because they call it ''institutional knowledge'' does not mean that it is good

knowledge. We need people with real-life experience to be our voice in Congress.

One of the most often used excuses we hear against Congressional Term Limits is that we
will lose "institutional knowledge." Take a moment to think upon that statement...
If we take the average tenure of the members of Congress of ten years (535 x 10 = 5,350
yrs. ), add to that the tenure of approximately 50% of the members' state legislative service
prior to being elected to Congress which is also about ten years ( 268 x 10 = 2,680 yrs.),
We have approximately 8,000 years of combined ''institutional knowledge'' at the
state and federal level currently sitting in Congress! What is all of that institutional
knowledge getting us?
Wanting to keep all of that "institutional knowledge" is just another way of saying that you
prefer to protect The Establishment and maintain the status quo instead of seeing real
reforms implemented that would address many of our problems.
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Watch U.S. Term Limits Executive DirectorNick Tomboulides
testily before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee.

We need people with real-life experience diat ate willing to save die greater good lor a
limited rime instead of career politicians who know how die rules ate played to game die
system for their own benefit. Even with tenn limits in place, there will remain overlap
among the members so that institutional knowledge is not lost.
,
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Lobbyists hate term
limits because it
forces them to start
all over in trying to
influence members
of Congress.

Term Limits are a direct assault to ' 'The Establishment'' and will help break up the
unhealthy relationships Congress currently has with the lobbyists and bureacrats.
Lobbyists can’ t stomach having their ties with powerful incumbents severed. As ex-mega
lobbyist Jack Abramoff has said, a politician who stays in office for life - and is a friend is “worth his weight in gold” to a lobbyist. All campaign finance data available on term
limits referenda indicates that lobbyists and their clients exclusively funnel money
into the committees opposing term limits. They despise term limits.
Staff seive at the discretion of a member. They are helpful sources of information, but
ultimately the member makes the final decision. When a legislator is termed out, his
successor brings in his own team. The ex-legislator’s staff are now less marketable on K
Street as part of the revolving door because their Rolodex has lost value. This is why a
Gallup survey found that congressional aides opposed term limits by a margin of
85 15. If they stood to benefit, the opposite would be true.

-

As for bureaucrats, no one looks at the cunent Congress and says “wow, these guys do a
great job reining in bureaucracy. We need to keep them around.” Unfortunately,
Washington incumbents have gotten too cozy with die bureaucracy and need to be
replaced by fresh eyes and perspectives. It is most often the newest members who
come in with skepticism of bureaucratic power - not the old guard.
Article V Myths, written by David Guldenschtih , advisor to U .S . Term Limits .

There is a reason lobbyists hate term limits, it forces them to work instead
of relying on the close, personal relationships they have nurtured with
members of Congress over the years.
Term limits make lobbyists work harder. Term limits ensure a constant influx of new ideas
into government. Tenn limits force lobbyists to make arguments on die merits, rather than
rely on sentimental relationships. Lobbyists don’t like that.

Former megalobbyist (and convicted felon) Jack Abramoff has confirmed tliis analysis
in his new book, Gipitol Punishment: "When 1 was a lobbyist, l opposed tenn limits for
representatives. / tniiy believed it was wrong for the voters to be limited in their choices.
But that wasn’t the only reason l opposed them. Like almost every lobbyist I knew, / didn 7
want to have to build relationships with new members constantly. A representative who
stayed in office for decades, and was a friend, was worth his weight in gold. But pennitting
people to rule for decades is a recipefor disaster. Is there really a difference between a
permanent Congress and a president for life? Representatives should be allowed to save
for three tenns of two years, senators for two tenns of six years."
“When / was a lobbyist, / hated the idea that a congressman who I had bought with years
of contributions would decide to retire, that meant I had to statl all over again with a new
member, losing all the control / bought with years of checks. ”
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Congress will help

U .S . Term Limits
v . Thornton

level the playing field
between the States
and members will be
appointed to key
positions based on
qualifications not
simply seniority.

The reason why
we need the state
legislatures to pass
our Article V
resolution.
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Term limits for Congress would level the playing field among the States because
committee chairmanships would be based on qualifications and not solely seniority.
The seniority system in Congress awards committee chairmanships and leadership positions
to those who have been there the longest and have raised the most money for their party by
"paying their dues. " Congressional term limits would shorten the time period someone
could hold these positions and allow new people tin opportunity to serve their state. This
would motivate members to work harder in order to achieve those positions instead of trying
to hold their seat in a safe district for decades just to maintain their seniority.
" Members with a longer term of service on a committee are also assumed to be senior, and

therefore they have more power within the committee. Seniority is also usually, but not
always, considered when each party awards committee chairmanships, the mostpowerfid
position on a committee."

.

" Seniority also refers to a legislator’s social standing in Washington, D C. The longer a

member has served, the better his office location and the more likely he or she will be invited
to important parties and other get-togethers. Since there are no term limits for members of
Congress, this means members with seniority can, and do, amass great amounts of power
and influence ."
Gill, Kathy. "The Effects of the Seniority System on How Congress Works." ThoughtCo, Aug. 26, 2020,
thoughtco.coiri/whal-is-the-seniorily-system-3368073.

U .S . Term Limits v . Thornton, 514 U . S . 779
The year was 1995, ancJ the ease was U .S . Term Limits v . Thornton . With assistance from
USTL, the citizens of 23 states had just passed laws putting term limits on their
members of Congress . That meant just under half of all congressmen were term - limited ,
and Congress would soon be forced to propose a term limits amendment applying to
everyone . But it was not to be In Arkansas , it was challenged to void that state’ s law . Others
followed .

After the Arkansas Supreme Court ruled against U . S . Term Limits , we took it all the way to
the U .S. Supreme Court (SCOTUS ) . SCOTUS opined that since the Constitution sets forth
the criteria that determine the requirements for U .S. Senators and Representatives, only the
Constitution can limit the terms of Congress members. The Court decided , in a 5-4 split
decision , that citizens are not allowed to term limit their own members of Congress using
state laws. They threw out 23 states’ term limits laws in one day . Justice Scalia disagreed,
ruling for term limits as part of the dissenting minority . This was , without doubt , a low
point for term limits.
The Court seemed to have shut down every realistic avenue to fight careerism in
Washington . But hidden in their decision was a silver lining : " State imposition of term
limits for Congressional service would effect such a fundamental change in the
constitutional framework that it must come through a constitutional amendment properly
passed under the procedures set forth in Article V . ”
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Scan to read the U .S. Term Limits r. Thornton ruling .
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Thomas Jefferson
disliked that the
Framers did not put
Term Limits (rotation
of office ) in the
Constitution .

Constitutional
Framer George
Mason was a strong
advocate for Term
Limits (rotation of
office ).

The second feature I dislike, and greatly dislike ( Constitution ), is the abandonment in
every instance of the necessity of rotation in office , and most particularly in the case of the
President. Experience concurs with reason in concluding that the first magistrate will
always be re-elected if the comtitution permits it. He is then an officerfor life. ...It may
be said that if elections are to be attended with these disorders, the seldomer they are
renewed the better. But experience shews that the only way to prevent disorder is to render
them uninteresting by frequent changes. An incapacity to be elected a second time would
have been the only effectual preventative. The power of removing him every fourth year
by the vote of the people is a power which will not be exercised. ”
"

- Thomas Jefferson to James Madison, 20 December 1787
“ But in America we have extended it ( for want of a proper word ) to all cases of officers
who must be necessarily changed at a fixed epoch, tho the successor be not pointed out in
any particular order but comes in by free election. By the term rotation in office then we
mean an obligation on the holder of that office to go out at a certain period. In ourfirst
confederation the principle of Rotation was established in the office of President of
Congress, who could serve but one year in three, atui in that of a Member of Congress
wlu> could serve but three years in six.”

~ Thomas Jefferson to Sarsfield, 3 April 1789

“The President is elected without rotation. It may be said that a new election may remove
him, artel place another in his stead. If we judge from the experience of all other countries,
and even our own, we may conclude that, as the President of the United States may be
reelected, so he will. How is it in every government where rotation is not required? Is there a
single instance of a great man not being reelected? Our gm'emor is obliged to return, after a
given period, to a private station It is so in most of the states. This President will be elected
time after time: he will be continued in office for life. If we wish to change him, the great
powers in Europe will not allow us...Nothing is so essential to the preservation of a
republican government as a periodical rotation. Nothing so strongly impels a man to
regard the interest of his constituents as the certainty of returning to the general mass of the
people, from whence he was taken, where he must participate their burdens. It is a great
defect in the Senate that they are not uieligible at the end of six years. The biennial
exclusion of one third of them will have no effect, as they can be reelected. Some stated time
ought to be fixed when the President ought to be reduced to a private station. I should be
contented that he might be electedfor eight years; but I would wish him to be capable of
holding the office only eight years out of twelve or sixteen years. But, as it now stands, he
may continue in office for life; or, in other words, it will be an elective monarchy. ”

- George Mason Debate in Viigiiiia Ratifying Convention
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Single Amendment v.
Multiple Amendments

The 4 Point Test for a Successful Amendment

U.S.

Rob Natelson

• The amendment must push the government toward founding principles.
• The amendment must have real force to it .
• The amendment needs to be widely popular.

TERM

LIMITS

Single Amendment
Term Limits for Congress

"...to call a convention limited to PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT to the Constitution

of the United States of America to set a limit on the number of tenns that a person may be
elected as a Member of the United States House of Representatives and to seta limit on the
number of tenns that a person may be elected as a Member of the United States Senate."

• The amendment needs to be supported by state legislators.
A Congressional Term Limits Amendment

/

Term limiLs previously called "rotation of office"
were foundational to our countiy and were
included in several of our stale constitutions and in
the Articles of Confederation.
Term limiLs have teal force behind them
because there is no room for interpretation or
abuse.

/

Term limiLs for Congress are ihe most
popular reform in the country supported by an
overwhelming 82°/< ' of the American people!

9•

The last step Ls now lot our state legislators to
stand with tire American people to pass the
U.S. Temi LimiLs Article V application for a
Congressional Temi LimiLs Amendment.
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Multiple Amendments - 3 Subjects
Impose Fiscal Restraints, Limit Power and Jurisdiction,
and Term Limits for officials and Congress

"... for the calling of a convention of the states limited to PROPOSING AMENDMENTS
to the Constitution of the United States that impose fiscal restraints on the federal
government, limit the power and jurisdiction of the federal government , and limit the tenns
of office for its officials and for members of Congress."

